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Welcome to GO-P2P

David Shipworth

1. The GO-P2P Modus Operandi

• Independent: unbiased and constructively critical

• Evidence based: informing key stakeholders

• Pre-competitive: collaborate first - compete second

• Collective good focused: social, environmental, economic

2. Key roles

• Chair of the DSM TCP and GO-P2P ‘Sponsor’ on ExCo

• Operating Agent (UCL led by Alexandra Schneiders)

• Sub-task leads

• GO-P2P national experts 

• Guests



Welcome to GO-P2P

David Shipworth

1. Social media. 

1. Twitter hashtag “#GOP2P”; 
2. EnergyREV Twitter Handle @EnergyREV_UK; 

3. DSM TCP Twitter Handle: @IEADSM. 

2. ‘Parking areas’ for ideas capture at back of room
3. Launch outputs: 

1. All presentations will be made available

2. Written summaries will be produced. 

(If we quote you we’ll consult you first.)
4. Housekeeping: Fire, food and facilities

5. The UCL team



Introducing GO-P2P:
The DSM TCP Global Observatory on Peer-to-Peer, 

Community Self-Consumption & Transactive Energy models

by IEA

David Shipworth (DSM ExCo Sponsor)

Alexandra Schneiders (Operating Agent)



Introducing GO-P2P: 

Part 1 – Meeting the parents.

David Shipworth (DSM ExCo Sponsor)



https://www.iea.org/countries/cooperation/

https://www.iea.org/countries/cooperation/


IEA

CEM

MI 

TCP

Ref: IEA 2019 Energy Technology Innovation Partnerships, Figure 2. Overview of IEA family, CEM, MI and TCP membership (May 2019.)
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https://www.iea.org/tcp/

“38 independent, international groups of experts that enable governments 
and industries to lead programmes and projects on energy technologies”

https://www.iea.org/tcp/


Why under the DSM Users TCP?

◼ The DSM TCP is becoming the User-Centred 

Energy Systems (Users) TCP.

⚫ Filling the gap for socio-technical research in the TCP 

landscape

⚫ Major relaunch in at All Energy Australia in October

◼ Users TCP Vision

⚫ To be the world-leading international collaboration 

platform for policy-relevant socio-technical research on 

user-centred energy systems.

◼ P2P/CSC/TE are user-centred energy systems.



The UK Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund



Future energy model proving 

£40m £30m

Innovation Accelerator

Research, Expertise, Capability, Coordination 

£22m

Practical demonstrators Future designs

£10m



Global drivers for local energy systems

Decarbonisation: Renewables are low density & intermittent

Distribution: Low energy density necessitates distributed 

generation and bi-directional energy flows

Digitalisation: Controlling intermittent bi-directional energy 

flows requires a smart grid and very low cost transactions

Disintermediation: Lowering transaction costs requires 

automation and disintermediation

Democratisation: Supply-led distributed generation & control 

requires engaged consumers

Differentiation: By value, place and time
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◼ The Observatory is a Task under the Demand Side Management 
Technology Collaboration Programme (DSM TCP) by the International 
Energy Agency 

◼ The Observatory:

⚫ brings together policymakers, regulators, researchers and industry;

⚫ is technology-neutral, pre-competitive & whole systems focused;

⚫ is global – drawing lessons from international comparative analysis;

⚫ focuses on Peer-to-Peer, Community Self-Consumption & 
Transactive Energy models;

⚫ is driven by leading research institutions across the world;

⚫ will maximise impact through informing the work of the IEA and 
Clean Energy Ministerial.

◼ Member countries so far: Australia, Belgium, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland, UK and USA (with more countries to join)

◼ Total duration: Three years + six-month reporting phase

What is GO-P2P?



Peer-to-Peer breakdown by layer

Grid physics
Grid engineering

ICT hardware
Data architecture

Transaction
Markets

Economic value
Social value

Regulation
PolicyRules to align layers

Individual interest layer

Physical layer

Collective interest layer

Rules to align layers

◼ Gold layers can (frequently are) misaligned: 
⚫ Transactions don’t follow ‘electrons’; 
⚫ Individual interests don’t align with collective interests. 

◼ Blue layers are the rules we write to align the Gold layers
⚫ ICT and data architectures (measurement, frequency, ontologies; interoperability; etc)

⚫ Policy and regulation design (distributional impacts; grid defection; regional pricing; 

etc)
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Key Challenge: Policy and regulatory reform

Ref: Sandys et al (2017) ‘ReShaping Regulation’, Figure 1: The institutions and legal, technical and regulatory rules that govern the electricity industry (after Bridget Woodman - Exeter Energy Policy Group)
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What is the Observatory?

◼ The first international pre-competitive and early stage

research collaboration on the whole systems implications of

local energy models

◼ Leading institutions researching P2P/TE & CSC models

◼ International exchange of valuable evidence on factors

determining uptake of models and their viability

◼ Platform for collaboration between all stakeholders in the

P2P/TE & CSC fields (policymakers, businesses, NGOs,

researchers)

◼ Duration: Three years + six-month reporting phase



Structure

◼ Sub-task stack layer:

1. Power system integration

2. Hardware, software & data

3. Transactions and markets

4. Economic and social value

5. Policy and regulatory

◼ Management + analysis of findings



ST1: Power System layer

ST2: Software layer

ST3: Markets layer

ST4: Econ/Social layer

ST5: Policy & Regs layer

ST0: Res. Design & Man.

ST6: ICA of case studies

Outputs: 
- Common success factors for uptake

- ‘Readiness Index’ by country

Structure

Sub-tasks will gather data on P2P/TE & CSC pilots in member countries and

analyse these using Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA), which allows for

the comparison of different policy contexts



Key Deliverables

◼ Sub-task reports on state of art and key challenges by
functional stack layer

◼ Country level reports on key factors determining the
uptake of P2P/TE & CSC business models

◼ National Readiness Index rating of participating
countries to adopt P2P/TE & CSC models

◼ In parallel, participants will collaborate through
conferences sessions, journal special issues, and
contributing to IEA and CEM reports where
appropriate



◼ Policymakers

• International comparative evidence base for policymaking

• Early identification of policy challenges from other countries

• Early access to the latest research from leading research institutions

◼ Businesses/non-profits 

• Market knowledge on case-studies and national readiness

• Work in a pre-competitive environment with all stakeholders

• Engage with leading researchers and research students

◼ Researchers

• Join a global community of leading researchers in the field

• Maximise your impact through informing global bodies like IEA & CEM

• Work collaboratively to define and grow the field

Why should I join?



◼ High-level Observatory findings are primarily targeted at 

policymakers and regulators

◼ Policymakers & regulators can engage in three ways:

⚫ As nationally designated delegates of the DSM TCP;

⚫ As designated ‘policy contact points’ working directly in the P2P/TE & 
CSC area;

⚫ By notifying us that you would like to be kept informed of outputs and 

the work of the Observatory.

◼ For more information please speak to or contact 

a.schneiders@ucl.ac.uk

How can I participate? 
- Policymakers and regulators

mailto:a.schneiders@ucl.ac.uk


◼ Observatory findings support policymakers at national & 

international levels, as well as companies and non-profits working 

with P2P/TE & CSC models

◼ Businesses/non-profits can participate in two ways:

1) Become a DSM Sponsor (~€10k/annum). This allows you to:
⚫ Join the Task Steering Committee;

⚫ Attend DSM ExCo meetings with all TCP member country 

delegates; 

⚫ Participate directly or indirectly in other DSM Tasks;  

⚫ Contact David Shipworth d.shipworth@ucl.ac.uk for details.

2) Become a DSM research participant – see above slide

◼ For more information, please speak to or contact Alexandra 

Schneiders (a.schneiders@ucl.ac.uk) 

How can I participate? – Business/non-profits

mailto:d.shipworth@ucl.ac.uk
mailto:a.schneiders@ucl.ac.uk


◼ Researchers will be the driving force of the Observatory, 

collectively shaping its deliverables

◼ As a participating researcher you will:

• Join one or more sub-tasks aligning with your expertise

• Contribute to sub-task and country specific deliverables

• Contribute to conferences sessions, special issues, etc as 

desired

• Help undertake case-studies of P2P/TE & CSC pilot projects 

in your country to support the development of the National 

Readiness Index

• Attend Observatory meetings whenever possible

How can I participate? – Researchers (1)



◼ Researchers from any sector can participate as National 

Experts in the Observatory

◼ All participants cover their own costs

⚫ Many government provide funding either directly, or 

through funding agencies, to support participants

◼ IEA TCP Tasks provide global leverage and impact for your 

research. Participants should ensure their Observatory 

work aligns with existing research.

◼ For more information, please speak to or contact 

Alexandra Schneiders (a.schneiders@ucl.ac.uk) 

How can I participate? – Researchers (2)

mailto:a.schneiders@ucl.ac.uk


Summary

◼ International forum for understanding the policy, 

regulatory, social and technological conditions 

necessary to support the wider deployment of 

P2P/TE & CSC. 

◼ Leading research institutions contributing.

◼ Valuable for all stakeholders: policymakers, 

businesses, non-profits, researchers.

◼ We welcome new participants!
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Want a copy of the game?

If yes, please email 

a.schneiders@ucl.ac.uk

saying what you wish to do 

with it

mailto:a.Schneiders@ucl.ac.uk


Session 2

Introducing the sub-tasks: Critical challenges in

peer-to-peer energy trading & community

self-consumption
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02/09/2019

T U  D e l f t  v i s i o n :  Pe e r - t o - Pe e r  
T r a d i n g

S u b - t a s k  1 .  Po w e r  s y s t e m  i n t e g r a t i o n

Prof. Han La Poutre

Dr. Ayman Esmat
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1

Transactive Energy Markets (e.g. P2P)

TU Delft 

Research Center in field of  mathematics & 

computer science (Computer science dimension 

of  Transactive Energy Markets)

XChange Blockchain Platform

Introduction

Integrated Energy Systems 

Reliability, Security & Flexibility

Future Power Grids
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1

Power system 

integration

5

3Transaction and 
markets

Policy and regulatory

2

A l l  l aye r s  m u s t  wo rk  c o h e re n t ly  

&  e f f i c i e n t ly t o g e t h e r

2

4

Hardware, software 
and data

Economic and social 
value

Opportunities
Challenges

ASSESS

H o w  c a n  P 2 P m a r ke t  m o d e l s  e n s u r e  
e f f i c i e n t &  s t abl e p o w e r  s y s t e m  

o p e ra t i o n ?

P2P

Sub-task 1. Power system integrationThe Observatory
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3 Peer-to-Peer trading Design Criteria for Power System
Integration

Cont inuous  ba lance  o f  

Supply & Demand

Enabl ing  

Flexib i l i ty

Sat i s fy ing  the  

network  constra ints

Usage  o f  p roper  ICT

Systems

1 2

34
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3 Peer-to-Peer trading

Option AP r o s u m e r Option A

G r i d

Opportunities
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Optimal use of  DERs
& increase penetration 

of  RES 

Higher level of  
energy independency 

and control

Option A

Shared market power among prosumers 

Competitiveness leads to an increase 
in social welfare

Prosumers get more choice & 
information, thus decreasing their 

electricity cost

Prosumers become more energy 
efficiency-aware & can help their local 
communities to achieve common goals 
(decrease energy costs & greenhouse gas 

emissions, etc..)

3

P r o s u m e r

Peer-to-Peer trading Opportunities for prosumers
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Increased flexibility gives 
efficient network operation 

& utilization

Postpone the need for grid 
reinforcements and

extensions

Option A

Decrease of peaks, losses & better 
congestion management in networks

Aggregation services yields more 
local flexibility

Enhancement of network reliability, 
power quality, resilience & security

New market opportunities & 
business models in network 

services

3

G r i d

Peer-to-Peer trading Opportunities for the grid
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3

2

3

1

Technical Challenges

Legal Challenges

Social Challenges

ChallengesPeer-to-Peer trading

Challenges 

AHEAD
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3

1

A fast and secured database for all P2P transactions & executions (Blockchain)

Operations and control techniques for imbalances in (P2P) markets

Dealing with decentralized technical data 
(e.g. decentralized power flow models & limits to information sharing)

Complexity of  decentralized trading structures 
(e.g. market models, market clearances & optimization, transaction constraints, local activities)

Taking into account network constraints in trading activities (incl. dynamic pricing)

ChallengesPeer-to-Peer trading

Technical Challenges Sub-task 1. Power system integration
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3

Eligibility of  taxing the traders’ revenues

Rights & obligations of  the traders within a trading community

Difference in legislations across different regions

Eligibility of  (dynamic) tariffs for network usage

Forging new regulations & policies that incentivize prosumers to participate

ChallengesPeer-to-Peer trading

Market organization of  energy system 
(who is responsible for what ? New roles & new responsibilities)

Legal Challenges2
Other Sub-task leaders
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3

3 Social Challenges

Social acceptance (e.g. information sharing between peers)

Unpredictability of  human behavior

Raising consumers’ awareness of  the changing energy system

ChallengesPeer-to-Peer trading

Other Sub-task leaders
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Thank you!



Sub-task 2: ICT and Data

Mayank Malik: SLAC National Accelerator Lab

Placeholder Presentation: David Shipworth



Sub-task 2: Hardware, software (ICT) & data

Grid physics
Grid engineering

ICT hardware
Data architecture

Transaction
Markets

Economic value
Social value

Regulation
PolicyRules to align layers

Individual interest layer

Physical layer

Collective interest layer

Rules to align layers

◼ The glue that binds and aligns the grid to the markets: 
⚫ Transactions currently don’t follow electromagnetic waves 
⚫ Addresses issues of data measurement methods, measurement 

frequency, data ontologies; interoperability; etc

2



Introduction: ICT and Data

◼ Digitalisation is required for decentralisation and 

bidirectional energy flows at the grid edge. 

◼ Current systems (e.g RTUs & SCADA) are insufficient. 

◼ Data are needed to evidence demand response in the 

timescales, and with the reliability needed to form the legal 

basis of contracts on short-term energy markets.

◼ Sub-task Aims:

⚫ Evaluating the role of the hardware, software and data ontologies on 

the functioning of P2P/CSC/TE energy markets.

⚫ Evaluate the key enablements and constraints arising from existing 

and likely future ICT solutions. 



Key design criteria – ICT & Data perspective

◼ Red lines: 

⚫ Revenue streams and investable business cases

⚫ Risk management of liabilities

⚫ Clarity and stability of privacy and data law

⚫ Regulatory change to avoid data siloing

⚫ Good management of breaches

◼ Opportunities: 

⚫ New business models

⚫ Development of new markets, etc



Key challenges to taking P2P to scale: ICT & Data

◼ Security of cyber-physical systems

◼ Sensor & comms reliability of systems

◼ Recovery from data loss

◼ Reducing data latency

◼ Liability for failure of ICT and data systems -

including smart-contract failure

◼ Integration of new and legacy systems



Key questions for other sub-tasks

◼ ST-1: What forms & volumes of data do you need captured, 

stored & transferred to manage power systems?

◼ ST-3: How much and what forms of missingness can there 

be in the data before markets fail?

◼ ST-4: What forms of non-energy data are needed to 

construct economic and social value?

◼ ST-5: What constraints do data privacy regulation place on 

the types and anonymisation of data?



Sub-Task 3: Market Design in TE Systems

L. Lynne Kiesling

IRLE @ Carnegie Mellon University

Knowledge Problem LLC

IEA TE Observatory Launch Day 1



Project team leads

• David Chassin, SLAC

• Systems, engineering, control theory

• Mayank Malik, SLAC

• ICT, computer science, data

• Lynne Kiesling, Carnegie Mellon/KP

• Economics, institutions, market design, regulation



Integrates consumers into retail markets through automated price behavior

Transactive coordination



A challenge of DERs: Market design 
for a near-0 MC of energy



Transactive Energy Service Systems 
(TESS)

Value Proposition

TESS integrates behind-the-meter resources into utility planning and operations to 

optimally coordinate the energy storage, asset capacity, and ramping services 

available from their customers with those obtained from the bulk power system.

Project Timeline

2020 TESS 1.0 (e.g., Minimum Viable Product, COTS) - Funded

2021 TESS 2.0 (e.g., Transactive Orderbook) - Not funded

2022 TESS 3.0 (e.g., Multi-dimensional pricing) - Not funded



TESS

• Multi-stakeholder project team to explore the multi-faceted values of TE 
coordination to utility and customers

• Launch workshop October 2019

• Value streams hypotheses
• Increase ease of DER interconnection for all sides of transaction
• Enable utility and customers to benefit (pecuniary and non-pecuniary) from 

increasing DERs
• Increase capacity utilization from using market processes + automation as 

coordination mechanisms
• Avoid operations problems from increased DERs

• Emissions impacts



Other TESS features

• Effects of TE coordination on distribution system stability

• Implications of TE coordination for grid architecture

• Use of a token-based ledger system for security, balancing, and 
settlement of transactions

• Intersects with all of the IEA TE Observatory sub-tasks



Some key challenges

• Operational uncertainty – stability, spatial and temporal issues

• Customer adoption motivation

• Utility adoption motivation

• Small, local markets, illiquidity, market power

• Design questions, e.g., double auction or continuous order book

• Market design + automation reflecting the epistemology of markets –
knowledge content of price & profit system

• Regulatory barriers to experimentation and innovation



Social Value 

Subtask

Dr Declan Kuch

UNSW



Our Research: Social Scientists

Dr Declan Kuch (UNSW) Dr Sophie Adams (UNSW)

A/Prof Megan Farrelly (Monash)

Expertise in public engagement with 

infrastructure

Dr. Kuch: Climate and energy policy, 

coal and unconventional gas, 

economic sociology, socio-legal 

studies

Dr. Adams: geography, climate policy, 

resilience theory, Foucault studies

A/Prof Farrelly: geography, public 

engagement with water 

infrastructure



Our Research: Engineering

Dr Anna Bruce A/Prof Iain MacGill

Dr Mike Roberts (UNSW)

Expertise in electricity market design 

and policy

Dr Bruce: renewable energy systems, 

development, 

A/Prof MacGill: power systems 

engineering, market design, climate 

and energy policy

Dr. Roberts: residential energy, home 

energy systems



Key Questions: social value stack

• Why?

• Climate change, RE transition, need for 

frequency control, local voltage, wholesale 

market effects, ability to give to friends or 

neighbours

• How does it feel? 

• Who do they think benefits? 

• Who do they want to benefit? 

• What kinds of exchanges are desirable (money, 

barter, gifts etc.)?



Case Studies: Automation/DSM

http://brunybatterytrial.org/



Australian Research Partners



International Partners



Insert image/ table/ graph/ text here

Themes within the 

literature on 

automation for 

DSM

Observations Relevant sources Hypothesis Possible 

approaches and 

cases for 

investigation

The load flexibility 

achieved through 

automation

As an alternative to behavioural 

change or manual response 

approaches in DSM, automation 

(both semi-automation and direct 

load control) is designed to achieve 

flexibility on behalf of the user, 

reducing the need for their active 

engagement. However, automation 

itself also necessitates new forms 

of user engagement, including 

managing automation technologies 

(e.g. programming smart 

appliances) and changing 

household practices to 

accommodate an automated 

flexible load. Studies of existing 

and prospective users have 

documented a variety of responses 

to what automation does or would 

require of them.

Some users have e.g. expressed ‘fears 

about the time and energy required’ to 

manage the automation technologies 

themselves (Paetz et al 2012). At least 

some of the householders participating 

in existing DSM programs have 

experienced the changes to their 

household practices associated with 

load shifting as inconvenient and 

disruptive (Pallesen and Jenle 2018; 

Christensen and Friis 2016), while 

focus group participants in studies 

exploring perspectives on the prospect 

of automation have raised concerns 

about possible disruption to important 

practices such as family mealtimes 

(Murtagh et al 2014; Paetz et al 2012).

Users are open to 

some modes of 

engagement more 

than others, or only in 

specific conditions. A 

lack of receptiveness 

to automation can 

stem from resistance 

to the forms of 

engagement required 

of users (perhaps 

more than from the 

principle of 

automation in itself).



Principles of P2P

• Understand people as social creatures, not 

just market actors responding to price 

signals

• Start with user and context-sensitive design
• Tailoring to not just local energy market issues 

but sensitive to user needs and practices

• Users want to know ‘why’ but might not 

understand how in same language as you

• Work with their knowledge, rather than 

assuming a deficit of it.



Key Challenges

• For retrofits with households, technology 

rollout (batteries etc.) are often non-linear. 

How do you work with installers and 

technology developers effectively to keep 

their interest?

• Is the challenge scaling up or scaling out?

• If up, consult literature on regulatory 

theory in your area – expect issues of 

consumer rights, market power, labour 

rights to require attention.

• If out, build networks sensitive to the 

issues in local domains



Key questions to other sub-tasks:

ST-1 Power systems: How do you design in 

user-sensitive ways? (example: shut off 

batteries during storms)

ST-2 ICT: How are privacy risks understood 

and managed in your jurisdiction? 

ST-3 Transactions & Markets: How can a 

diversity of transactions (such as gifts) be 

designed into your systems sensitive to bigger 

questions of ‘why’? 

ST-5 Policy & Regulation: who is the imagined 

subject of regulation? A customer? A citizen? A 

client? 



Please get in touch!

d.kuch@unsw.edu.au
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At greater length…



Sub-task 5:
From P2P to Energy Communities
A policy & regulatory journey

Jean-Michel Glachant & Leigh Hancher

London – P2P Observatory kick-off meeting

September 2nd, 2019

1
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What a wonderful world, 60 years ago
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A four step review

• 1// Today not a mood, or 

some novel options: a new 

wave of electricity 

revolutions, being all 

consumer-centric: C2x…

• 2// With 2 basic ideal types, 

being P2P and Energy 

Communities…

• 3// But in an overly 

regulated industry…

• 4// …Then, Public Policy & 
Regulation as important as 

a frame that the raw wave 

of novelties
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Not a mood, a C2x revolution…

• 1990, Pool E&W created B2B (wholesale market) - said 

impossible since creation of industry in 1880s 

• 2000, UK regulator created B2C (retail market: not in 1989 

Electricity Act & White Paper)

• From 2010, retro-retailers created C2B (aggregation of retail 

units to sell into wholesale market)

• Today, retail can directly address retail, creating C2C

• C2B and C2C are not just options, but a new world, the C2x 

> an electrical system with active and proactive consumers
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Two basic forms of C2C: P2P and EnerCom…

• 1// P2P Small players, size “consumption units”
can trade directly with each other. No aggregation to play “big”: C2B 
becomes C2C. Double digitalization to play “small”: buyers & sellers share full 
digitalization of product search, delivery, & settlement. 

> As “Digital Platform” or “Uberization” >>  Or as “Blockchain”

• 2// (Energy) Communities Small players regroup 

to act together: trade among them or with others, invest, manage assets 

from efficient consumption to generation, storage, EV charging stations, etc.

> Either “Social Community à-la-Ostrom” >> Or “Assets Fleet 
management sharing” 
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A revolution but...
In an overly regulated system

1// Hard operation regulation, as:

*Grid natural monopoly > Third Party Access to grid capacity connecting users

*System externalities (congestion, reliability & balancing)

*Security of Supply (Generation & Grid Adequacy)

2// Soft political economy regulation, as:

*Universal Access with cost socialization (Shallow Costs up to Postal Stamp)

*Merit Good with strong consumers rights (poor, vulnerable, inactive)

3// Hard & Soft Digital Era new concerns

*Collective Cyber Security **Individual Privacy EU GDPR

4// New visions for a new regulatory world: NY (2014) Platformization of 

Utilities; MIT Report (2016) Grids new TechnicoEconomics; Feasibility?

5// Or Bypassing it all: Behind The Meter Revolution, BtM Asset Fleets, IoT
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A revolution...
Across different universes

1// European Union; a double issue:

*EU can produce new laws, apply existing, adapt EU Grid-Market Codes

*Many EU bodies of Law: open markets, grid duties, consumers rights, data 

protection, etc. If issues are not too local <:> EU “subsidiarity” principle
* EU regulators (Report June 2019) acknowledge that Self-Cons & Comm. 

EU Laws 2018 & 2018 stay too vague > key will be each EU MS’s approach 
to “legal transposition” > to be known by at least December 2020 or June 
2021 

2// Non-EU; also double issue:

*Multi level – as federal countries (Switzerland, USA, Australia) have two 

or three level of legitimate authorities, policy, regulation and rights

*Multi-Channel – as energy, digital trade, competition, consumer 

protection, data protection, cyber security, etc. are involved
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15 years ago, visiting fellow ‘’Retail Markets’’ at MIT

Energy Markets 

A “Menu”?  Or “à la carte”?



• Why do governments want to promote CEC/REC (C2C)  and 

P2P? -> Policy goals

• What models or options are available? -> Options to realise 

diverse or divergent policy goals

• Who is impacted? -> Actors to be involved and roles assigned 

or assumed

• How to achieve this? -> range of regulatory choices at 

federal/EU as well as national, regional and local levels

9

The legal issues: 
some useful starting points



• Is promotion of participation of CEC/RECs/ P2P 

(active/prosumers) in energy market an end in its own right?

• PROs

– Increased awareness of energy efficiency potential 

– Wider socio-economic goals

– Increased awareness of demand side management

– Savings to future infrastructure costs 

• CONs

– System stability; adverse impact on socialization of costs

10

Why?
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So why are concepts and definitions not 
uniform in CEP?  Different objectives?

• CEC (Dir. 2019/944)

• Definitions

– Active customer (Art. 

2(8))

– CEC (Art. 2(11))

• REC (Dir. 2018/2001)

• Definitions 

– Art. 2(14-18) 
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Options and models

• CEC  

• Market/competition model  

(deregulation) Art. 16 of Dir. 

944)

• Integrate into overall 

market design 

• Remove barriers to entry 

into relevant markets 

• Rules for entry/exit?

• REC

• Regulatory model

• Proactive enabling:     

financial /priority treatment

• Rules for entry?
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The actors – supplier/consumer role 
combined but not identical

• CEC – open to a wide 

spectrum of actors 

• Active customers (Art. 15 

Dir. 2019/944)

• Types of shareholders

• DSOs/ suppliers

• CECs are full function (any 

fuel) entities (so unbundling 

issues may arise)

• REC – closed to actors in a 

locational relationship  (Art. 

2(16))

• REC – limited functions and 

fuels -> electricity 

production/supply for 

consumption 

• P2P (Art. 2(18))



• WHO IS REGULATING IS ALSO IMPORTANT: NRAs REGULATE 

SOME BUT NOT ALL ACTORS/ACTIVITIES – under CEP, MS have 

wide discretion to allocate regulatory tasks

• NRAs regulate suppliers and grid managers but not consumers

• NRAs regulate a limited range of functions/activities

• Consumer authorities/data regulators protect

• Competing regulation/regulators: consumer protection – data protection 

type issues versus promoting risk taking/flexibility as active consumers

• CHOICE OF OPTIMAL REGULATORY MODEL IS DEPENDENT ON 

THE “WHY” QUESTION -> What do we want to achieve?

14

How – the role of regulation – enabling or 
constraining?



Thank you for your attention
Follow us on Twitter: @JMGlachant (~ 55K tweets)

or on our website: fsr.eui.eu

For any comment or feedback:

jean-michel.glachant@eui.eu

leigh.hancher@eui.eu
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Session 3

What can we learn from current trials and tools?



Introduction to Project LEO

Global Observatory on Peer-to-Peer, Community 

Self-Consumption and Transactive Energy

2 September 2019



● UK’s leading independent marketplace for local flexibility

● 4.5GW assets registered from 200+ flex providers

● £450k of flexibility transacted in first DSO auction (UKPN)

Introduction to Piclo



High level objective:

● Oxfordshire’s 2030 emissions targets require an additional 

2,050 GWh of renewable electricity (~2GW of solar);

● Project LEO addresses the challenge of adding this renewable 

electricity into an already constrained distribution grid.

Project summary:

● April 2019 - March 2022

● £40m across 10 partners

Project LEO

Funding was provided

through the Government’s

modern industrial strategy

by Innovate UK, part of UK

Research and Innovation.



We will launch a series of practical trials that 

demonstrate commercially viable P2P, CSC 

and TE models at a county scale.

The six key project outputs and innovations:

● Novel Local Markets

● Novel Investment Models

● Model for DSO

● Tools for Strategic Planning

● Datasets for Research

● Community of Skilled People

Project LEO



3 market models being explored

Marketplace

DSO

Flex 
Operators

Flex Assets

Model 1: 
DSO procured 

flex services

Marketplace

DSO

Flex 
Operators

Flex Assets

Model 2: 
DSO facilitated 

flex services

Marketplace

Flex 
Operators

Flex Assets

Model 3: 
Independent 
flex services



© Open Utility 2019 

Example 1: Making flexible 
connections a tradable commodity

● Benefits: faster and lower cost connections (i.e. make offers 

for flexible connections a competitive process)

● Challenges: interaction with complex DSO connections 

processes, bankability of flexible alternatives



© Open Utility 2019 

Example 2: Authorised Supply 
Capacity (ASC) trading

● Benefits: increase utilisation of the distribution grid through 

reallocation of authorised supply capacity

● Challenges: lack of strong commercial incentive, integration 

with legacy DSO ICT systems



P2P energy trading

● This model requires locational nodal pricing (LNP)

● Hesitation from regulator to move to a radical LNP model in 

short term (perception of lack of fairness?)

P2P capacity trading: a new horizon?

● Other models for P2P trading (flexible connections and ASC 

trading) may get more traction in short term

● Yet, still many challenges to overcome…

Thoughts on commercialisation



Thanks!

James Johnston

• CEO and Cofounder

• james@piclo.energy

Piclo ® is the trading name for Open Utility.



Self Consumption Energy
Communities

Natalie Samovich

London • September 2, 2019

Reflection on the launch of P2P Energy Observatory
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4

VICINITY project  

www.vicinity-h2020.eu

Digital platform to unlock semantic interoperability

SHAR-Q project 

www.sharqproject.eu

P2P digital platform for smart energy components 
to unlock ne business models

H2020 research projects 
Digitalisation and 
Decarbonisation
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Service for semantic cross domain   
interoperability 

§ Common ontology model based on existing

standards

§ Standards being updated/maintained in the

cloud

§ Open integration API

§ Transparent ecosystems - virtual

neighbourhood

§ Value-added services; 3rd party, AI 

algorithms – monitoring – data mining, 

prediction, optimizing
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SHAR-Q 

Adapter

VICINITY Neighbourhood 

ManagerPROCESSES FOR SHARED 

ECONOMY OVER RES AND 

EES OF PROSUMERS

…

SYNERGY OF RES AND 

eMOBILITY

VICINITY 

Adapter

VICINITY 

Adapter

Prosumers 

ecosystem 1

Prosumer

VICINITY 

Adapter

Prosumers ecosystem 

2

Prosumer

DSO

Communication setup based on sharing rules Operational data

Peer-to-peer network integration of 
ecosystems and value-added services 

ESCO

VICINITY 

Adapter

VICINITY 

Adapter

VICINITY 

Adapter

VICINITY 

Adapter

VICINITY 

Adapter

Data owners

Distributed P2P network

ENERGY 

MARKET

ENERGY MARKET SERVICES
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EV ChargingStorageIEQ Sensors Solar Generation

Active Measures
Systems and Components
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Consumption Patterns
Optimisation

Financial
Incentives

Electricity Cost
Reduction

Existing Systems
Performance
Optimisation

Passive Measures along Active Measures

Systems
Monitoring

Blockchain
Incentives

Carbon
Offset
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11

Smart Neighborhood
Integration Into Energy Community
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Additional considerations

Digital Platforms

Interfaces and interoperability

Data services/ microservices



MOONSHOT MISSION FOR POWER PLATFORMS

INNOGRID 2020
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POWER PLATFORMS IN MOTION 

Transactive energy models

Distributed and agile architectures

Neural Grids and IoT application model

Convergence of features in IoT architecture 
models with Power Platforms  

System Properties

Layers

Cro
ss

-c
utti

ng 

fu
nct

io
ns

TECHNOLOGY IS A MOVING TARGET

source: CREATE-IOT, reference architecture
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Aggregation and disaggregation layers

Units of operation APIs

Golden mile: 
interoperable, instant , scalable, transactive

and secure Power platforms  

Internet
of Things

Artificial
Intelligence

Distributed
Ledger Technologies

Governance
Ethics

Building Blocks for more flexible highly participatory
Multi Sided cross domain Marketplaces of the future
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STAGES OF IOT 

MARKETPLACES 

Source: https://aioti.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2019/02/IoT-data-market-places-
drivers-and-architechtures-white-paper-Elloumi-
De_Block-Samovich.pdf 
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Value creation 
on many levels

Capturing spillover 
effects

Size scale of 
peers/interactions 
with other peer 

communities 

DATA services, 
EE, DER, 

Grid services P2P

Stacking up services,
grid 

services facilitation

Reflections 

Consumer 
acceptance 
and trust 

Enabling 
technologies, 

digital platforms
interoperability, 

blockchain

Carbon
offset

incentives
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Natalie_Sam

Natalie Samovich

n.samovich@enercoutim.eu



Transactive Energy Colombia 

Initiative
Santiago Ortega, Juan Manuel España, Juan Pablo Cárdenas

Universidad EIA

#GOP2P  - London

September 2nd, 2019



Colombian Electric System Overview

• Open and unbundled market: Mostly
Hydro-based (70%)

• Renewable boost since Law 1715
• Tax breaks for project developers

• No feed-in tariff 

• Selling energy surplus is allowed under 
certain conditions

• Two types of end-users
• Regulated (<50,000 kWh/month): tariff 

regulated at a national level

• Non-Regulated  (>50,000 kWh/month): 
can negotiate power tariff from different 
commercialization companies



Socioeconomic Strata

• Public policy instrument to 
allocate subsidies

• Based on the location and income 
of the neighbourhoods

• Widely understood by 
Colombians

• Instrument used to set differential 
prices of energy 

• 20% subsidy for Estrato 1 and 2

• 10% subsidy for Estrato 3

• 20% overcost for Estratos 5 and 6

Strata distribution in the main cities in 

Colombia



Estrato 2



• Ley 1715

• Res 030

Estrato 5-6



Transactive Energy Colombia Initiative

The projects focuses on:

• Implementing a transactive energy pilot with DER 

based on a blockchain platform.

• Providing technical and regulatory 

recommendations for transactive energy models 

in Colombia.

• Defining a scaling route for TE Models.

• Designing a business model for the Colombian 

case.

Main funders: RAEng and EPM

Timeline: April 2019 - September 2020



P2P Energy Grid Pilot Medellín

3 low-income households

• 1,24 kW PV + Smart Meter

“Casa Morada” Community house
• 4,5 kW PV + Battery + Smart meter

3 high-income Prosumers

• Smart meter

6 medium-high income

Consumers

• Smart meter

Benefits:

- Allow people without rooftop area to purchase solar 

power

– Direct market beyond cross-subsidies

Challenges:

- There is no regulation that allows this scheme (yet). 

The pilot will use real data but users will trade in a 

“virtual market”





P2P Energy Pilot - Medellín

Grid
Connection

ICT
Transactions
and Market

Economic
and Social 

Value

Policy and 
Regulation

Smart metering + Blockchain

based trading platform
CREG Resolution 

030 - 2018 



Open up the group of 

energy attributes

Economic
and Social 

Value
• How different population groups perceive P2P?

• What value do they find in energy attributes?

• How much are they willing to pay?

What would be the most appropiate market scheme taking into

account their preferences?

• How do we capture this value and make it a business 

model?

• Renewable

• Local

• Assistance (from low income

neighbourhoods)

• Peace – post conflict regions

• Identity – particular groups



We need to address key challenges:

• Consumers are charged a fixed monthly tariff, there is no possibility of 

getting better deals

• Distribution companies serve whole cities

• Passive, non-elastic, price-accepting consumers

• Not a complete definition of a prosumer in legal terms

• Strict rules about energy commercialization, it requires establishing an 

energy company with oversight

• No regulatory signals regarding aggregation

• Surplus selling rules don’t promote generation of energy beyond net-

metering

• Guarantee that power prices don’t increase for those not in the P2P 
scheme

This project will evaluate a “virtual market” using data from real 
users. A regulatory window to have a real pilot will need to be 

established. A regulatory sandbox for P2P?

Policy and 
Regulation



Selling Excess Power in Colombia

Current tariff scheme for prosumers

Grid Tariff

Purchase price

Generation + 

transmission + 

distribution + 

Commercialization + 

Losses + 

System restrictions

Selling Price for demand > 

generation

Purchase price

Generation + transmission + 

distribution + 

Losses + 

System restrictions

Selling Price for demand < 

generation

Generation + losses + sys. 

restrictions Can we

have a P2P 

scheme

without

surplus 

energy?



Possible business models to develop and to scale up 

commercially
• Energy cooperative schemes

• Solution for low-income urban and rural post-conflict areas

• Integration with prepaid energy schemes already implemented by EPM

• Entry strategies to new markets for utilities

Social challenges for the business model in the Colombian-

Specific Case



Session 4

What are stakeholders’ key evidence needs?



Global Observatory on Peer-to-Peer, 

Community Self-Consumption and 

Transactive Energy Models

Jon Ferris

Strategy Director



Politics

A new species in an established ecosystem

Energy is becoming a complex system

TE

Physics

Economics

Tariffs

Markets

Congestion

Resilience

Networks

Consumers
Traders

Regulator

Government

Fairness

Prosumers
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The Search for Value

Economies of scale, location and networks

Source: Ofgem Source: Sheffield Solar, Elexon



Session 4- Evidence Needs

Power Ledger (Jemma Green) 
presentation:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bvlserXe7fvZW6NIWFcO
jjnHHAALhmw2/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bvlserXe7fvZW6NIWFcOjjnHHAALhmw2/view


Dr Maria Brucoli

EDF Energy R&D UK Centre
R&D UK Centre



2R&D UK Centre 03 October 2019

CommUNITY

Community Urban Neighbourhoods Internal Trading of energY is a trial aiming at designing and implementing the new infrastructure

to support a local energy market based on Peer-To-Peer (P2P) energy trading.

CommUNITY| PROTECT-PROPRIETERY

maria.brucoli@edfenergy.com

Battery 

CommUNITY

P2P Platform

Ofgem 

Regulatory 

Sandbox



EPM - Colombia

De ve l op i n g  an  e ne r g y  Pe e r  t o  
Pee r  Ma r ke t  i n  Co l omb i a

2/9/2019
P2P Observatory

UCL London

Eng. MBA. Carlos E Vélez

EPM Ventures – Innovation dept.



Our main office location…

www.epm.com.co

http://www.epm.com.co/


Local  company

Regional expansion

Nacional expansion

International expansion

Consolidation as a
multi-Latin 
company

Guatemala (2010)
El Salvador (2011)
Panama (2011)
Chile y Mexico (2013)
Chile – Antofagasta (2015)

1955 1990 2000 2003 2008 2009 2011 2015

1994
Public Utility Act

Energy Act

Main Milestones …



We are a multi-utility company that 

provides the following services:

Water, seweage

Energy

Natural gas

Telecommunications

We service more than 20 

million people on 

different countries around 

Latin America!

Solid waste management

Who we are…



Colombia

Chile

El Salvador

Mexico

Guatemala

Panama

• Energy

• Natural Gas

• Water

• Telecommunications

• Solid Waste 

Management

39 of our companies are in Central

America, Chile and Mexico. The

rest are in Colombia.

20 of our companies are related to

energy, 23 to water and the other 9

are SPVs.

Our presence in LA…

EPM Group has 56 companies



P2P Context in Colombia…

✓ Currently, our regulation does not allow us to
Exchange kWh between users. Just w/ Utility.

✓ We don´t have prices per hour, but we have
subsidies for the poor income population.
(Ressidential markets)

✓ EPM has a Venture Capital Fund which
invested on an EPC Company (ERCO), that has
a Digital Platform to Exchange electricity (NEU
on MVP)

✓ We have a Pilot Project undergoing with UCL -
EIA - ERCO (No sandbox)

✓ Our main objetive is to prove that the

business model makes sense for our
shareholders.

✓ EPM as an incumbent operator, could
measure the size of the threat or the
opportunity during our Project.

✓ We would probably share results and
information with our regulatory institutions so
we can develop a new framework.

✓ If we achieve good results for our Company, it
would increase the probability to invest more
on the new business model.



Thank you!
Carlos E Vélez

carlos.velez.restrepo@epm.com.co

mailto:Carlos.velez.restrepo@epm.com.co


IEA DSM TCP Global Observatory on P2P, TE and CSC ▪ London ▪ September 2▪ 2019

Marine Pasquier (marine.pasquier@bfe.admin.ch) ▪ Swiss Federal Office of Energy

1

NEEDS OF POLICYMAKER/REGULATOR

Evidences of any added values for the energy system in my country? 
▪ Support to reach energy and climate goals?

▪ Less energy consumption? More renewables? Less CO2? Less infrastructure 

needed? More/less security of supply? Cheaper electricity? 

Goals in CH: Phasing out of nuclear power, more energy efficiency, more renewables,     
- 50% CO2-emissions by 2030, climate neutral by 2050

Given: high security of supply, low electricity prices

▪ Influences on/from actual regulation?

▪ Are regulatory barriers restricting innovation? In CH CSC are allowed with 

restrictions.

A specific project “Quartierstrom”: no flexibility in defining grid costs; no regulatory 
sandbox → what is needed to implement such a project?

▪ Lack of regulation? Definition of responsibility for maintaining a high security of 

supply?

▪ New roles in the energy system for the government/regulator?
Check contracts? Insurance? Speed of changes

mailto:marine.pasquier@bfe.admin.ch
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